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INTRODUCTION
Social Emotional Learning is a process more and more schools are utilizing to meet the
emotional needs of all students. In an era of increased school violence, rapidly
advancing technology and escalating academic and social needs of students, it’s more
apparent than ever that we need to be focusing on the emotional well-being of our
students and staff.
The arts have a natural connection to the SEL approach. The arts - including visual art,
music, theater, dance and media arts - are an access point for many learners. All
humans make connections to their world and express their understanding of the world
in and through the arts in some capacity.
The arts foster empathy. They help students identify and process emotions. They
provide safe opportunities to practice decision-making. When students make art
together, they invest in the outcome. The arts motivate students to practice
relationship skills in an authentic way.
As such, connecting Social Emotional Learning in and through the arts can have an
incredible impact. This resource guide is meant to help support educators,
administrators, parents and artists find the natural connections between SEL and the
arts and to use those to help reach and teach every child.

What is Social Emotional Learning?
According to Casel, “Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process through which
children and adults understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals,
feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and
make responsible decisions.”

Social and emotional learning is comprised of five core competencies: self-awareness,
self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision
making. The arts and arts integration can have a tremendous impact on working
through those five competencies. Here’s a look at those five core competencies, how
they are characterized, and some arts processes and characteristics that can be used as
a jumping off point to integrate SEL and the arts.
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SELF-AWARENESS
The ability to accurately recognize one’s own emotions, thoughts, and values,
and how they influence behavior; the ability to accurately assess one’s
strengths and limitations, with a well-grounded sense of confidence,
optimism, and a ‘growth mindset.’
We want our students to be able to identify emotions, recognize their strengths and
areas for growth, and develop a sense of self-confidence. Several standards for the arts
exhibit self-awareness in their artistic thinking processes, as well as in evaluation of the
artistic performance/presentation.
Students are asked to develop (Anchor Standard 2) and refine (Anchor Standard 3) their
artistic work, taking into consideration self-assessment, as well as peer and teacher
feedback. All of these contribute to developing growth mindset, allow students to
celebrate their successes, and identify areas for growth.

SELF-MANAGEMENT
The ability to successfully regulate one’s emotions, thoughts, and behaviors
in different situations; effectively managing stress, controlling impulses, and
motivating oneself. The ability to set and work toward personal and academic
goals.
In terms of working towards personal and academic goals, the arts provide engaging,
relevant ways for students to relate to goal-setting through arts-based performance
and presentation. The entire idea of putting together a musical, theatrical, or dance
performance or an artistic presentation is a goal-based process.
Students must work, individually or collaboratively, towards that performance/
presentation goal. Throughout the creation/rehearsal process, there is a great deal of
regulation of time, emotions, thoughts, and behaviors to ensure that the end result is
one that reflects the student’s work, efforts, and strengths.
EducationCloset.com
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SOCIAL AWARENESS
The ability to take the perspective of and empathize with others, including
those from diverse backgrounds and cultures; the ability to understand social
and ethical norms for behavior and to recognize family, school, and
community resources and supports.
This idea of perspective-taking, of appreciating diversity, of respecting others is
highlighted in Anchor Standard 10, “Relate artistic ideas and works with societal,
cultural, and historical context to deepen understanding.”
We ask students to put themselves in the places of other people in other times and
cultures to develop a greater understanding of the intent of a work of art. This ability to
take the perspective of another person develops social awareness, increases empathy,
and allows students to identify more openly with those of diverse backgrounds and
cultures.

RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
The ability to establish and maintain healthy and rewarding relationships
with diverse individuals and groups; the ability to communicate clearly, listen
well, cooperate with others, resist inappropriate social pressure, negotiate
conflict constructively, and seek and offer help when needed.

The arts are collaborative in nature. Various types of different art-forms are ensemblebased: performing in a band or a choir, being part of a dance ensemble, putting on a
play, developing a collaborative work of art. These endeavors all require a healthy
ability to work with others, to communicate, to engage, and to work as a team.
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Additionally, we examine in many works of art, particularly in theatrical works,
relationships skills on display within a work, and we can examine and take the
perspective of those characters, which in turn, hopefully develops our own emotional
intelligence and ability to relate to others.

RESPONSIBLE DECISION MAKING
The ability to make constructive choices about personal behavior and social
interactions based on ethical standards, safety concerns, and social norms;
the realistic evaluation of consequences of various actions, and a
consideration of the well-being of oneself and others.

Because the arts are so based in process, in collaboration, in critical thinking, and
because the arts require us to self-regulate, to take on the perspectives of others, the
arts also promote responsible decision-making. Being part of something bigger than
yourself and having a vested interest in the creative intent of a work of art will,
hopefully, guide the student’s responsibility to himself/herself, to the ensemble, or to
the creator or a work of art. Students should treat a work of art with respect, honoring
the relationships they have with peers who are part of the process, and consider the
implications of their work and how it is perceived by others. There is power in art, and
students should be taught to take the responsibility seriously.
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SELF-AWARENESS AND THE ARTS

MY N O T ES

The arts provide a strong foundation on which to
build skills in self-awareness. How? Because the arts
are highly process-based! They provide a structure in
which students can explore creative endeavors, both
alone and with peers. They allow the opportunity to
give and receive feedback in a constructive manner,
learn to accept criticism and praise from others, and
develop growth mindset.

In all arts contents areas, we ask students to engage
in a creative process. As part of this creative process,
we ask students to be able to brainstorm, develop
and refine their own creative ideas. We ask students
to interpret, present, and perform the creative works
of others. And we ask students to be able to
evaluate those works, both original and existing, to
develop their artistic craft.

Particularly in the performing arts (music, theatre,
and dance), every performance is unique. Each
performance is an opportunity to show
improvement, to bring new light and life to a work of
art, to grow as an artist. This process requires an
incredible amount of self-awareness. We ask
students to put themselves in a really vulnerable
place, to develop creative ideas and share those
ideas with others, to put their strengths (and
weaknesses) on display for an audience. Students in
the arts must exhibit the very definition of selfawareness, and accurately assess their strengths and
limitations with a sense of confidence, optimism, and
a growth mindset.
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Natural Connections
The arts are a really natural place for students to practice the skills and characteristics
associated with self-awareness. So how can we encourage students to track this selfawareness through their participation in the arts? We can give students opportunity to
acknowledge the feelings associated with the creative process in a number of ways.
•

Establish a community that encourages growth mindset. Make your classroom a
safe space to make mistakes, put weaknesses on display, and learn from them.

•

Provide opportunities for students to celebrate their own successes and reflect on
areas for improvement.

•

Encourage students to keep a journal for the purpose of their own socialemotional development. Prompt students to write about their strengths, establish
goals for their own development, set mantras or intentions for a project,
presentation, performance, Ask students to identify what works and what doesn’t,
to identify emotions associated with feedback, praise, and criticism, to establish a
vision of the type of student and artist they want to be.
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SELF-MANAGEMENT AND THE ARTS
There are a couple of ways we can look at self-management and the arts. First, through
how self-management is inherent in the artistic process. Second, how can we use the
arts as a tool to promote self-management in our students. Let’s look at how selfmanagement is a critical skill for participation in the arts.

The Process
The artistic process requires many of the attributes we associate with effective selfmanagement. This is true whether we are creating an original work or preparing a work
of art for presentation or performance. Artists must work toward a goal, managing
time and regulating tasks to ensure that a goal is met, while managing stressors,
integrating many pieces and elements, including collaboration with others, into a final
product.
Look at the process of presenting an artistic piece. Artists start with an abstract concept
and set a goal. This is true regardless of whether discussing musical, theatrical, dance
performances or artistic presentations. When and where will the work be presented?
The artist may begin with words or musical notes on a page, a concept or idea, and
begin to formulate a plan. They must also decide what media they will use. Who they
will collaborate with. Determine a schedule for their process or rehearsals. Refine and
revise their work as they move through the process. Finally, their product is ready. The
more educators facilitate an independent artistic process for students, the more we
help promote self-management in our young artists.
We can also look at how we can use the arts as a vehicle for promoting selfmanagement. An integral part of self-management is the ability to regulate one’s
emotions, thoughts, and behaviors in different situations. This is a great place to use
theatre as a tool for allowing students to explore those emotions, thoughts, and
behaviors. By doing this, we allow students to put a little distance between themselves
and situations they might find themselves in. This also allows them to logically evaluate
the situation and determine a course of action. Additionally, when students find
themselves in these situations, they then have experiences to which they can refer
back.
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Fostering Self-Management
Elizabeth Peterson of The Inspired Classroom has written about soundtracking her
classroom. In this technique, she uses music intentionally throughout the entire day to
help fit the needs of her learners, customizing various genres for different blocks of
time during the day. This allows her to help regulate her classroom environment,
helping students self-regulate transitions, emotions, and time management.

Furthermore, you might assign a collaborative art project specifically for the purpose of
helping foster self-management in your students. By giving students a common goal
and a loose framework with which to achieve that goal, students will work together to
regulate time and tasks to achieve that goal. While you have students engage in artistic
activities, provide them with tools to help them manage themselves. Self-management
tools such as checklists, rubrics, and schedules would be beneficial.

Bottle Cap Mural Project, courtesy of Dee Kimbrell.
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SOCIAL AWARENESS AND THE ARTS
Similar to Self-Management, there are a two ways we can look at promoting social
awareness in and through the arts. First of all, we can look at how social awareness can
be an integral part of a collaborative artistic effort. Secondly, we can look at how can
we use arts activities to promote social awareness skills.

Social Awareness in the Arts
First, social awareness in the arts. Take Anchor Standard 10 of the National Core Arts
Standards: “Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural, and historical context
to deepen understanding.”
We can easily, as educators of the arts, use this standard to leverage the idea of social
awareness. Through this standard, we ask students to put themselves in the places of
other people, in other times or cultures… all to develop a greater understanding of the
intent of a work of art. This promotes the ability to take the perspective of another
person, to appreciate diversity, and to increase empathy.
Let’s go beyond Anchor Standard 10. The simple act of interpreting an artist’s intent
behind a piece of work can be a natural means of allowing students to put themselves
in the shoes of another artist. To take perspective. To find commonalities and
appreciate differences.

Participation in the arts also allows artists to connect with people of diverse
backgrounds. Whether it be the goal of a performance, or whether it be simply a
shared passion, the arts unite. They create a heightened sense of community amongst
people of diverse backgrounds.

Social Awareness through the Arts
Second, social awareness through the arts. We look at how we can use artistic activities
as a means to promote social awareness.
Theatre is certainly a natural avenue to allow students to explore the boundaries of
social awareness. It allows them to discuss social and ethical norms. Even more, it
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allows them to use those experiences to increase awareness of their own behaviors.
You might also use drama exercises in body language or vocal inflection to help
students identify behavioral and social norms. Give students a phrase to read aloud,
embodying certain characteristics relating to body language or vocal inflection. Then
have them discuss how they may interpret that phrase. Indeed, this opens up a
conversation about how body and voice can impact how others perceive words and
deeds. You might also use role-playing in social stories to open up discussions about
social awareness. As a result, this allows students to take on the perspective of others
and to empathize with characters in these social stories.

A fantastic music strategy for Social Awareness is guided active listening. In this activity,
guided active listening can be a means to use music to think creatively about
perspective-taking. Listen to a piece of music, and instruct students to write a
monologue about what the instruments might be saying. This truly is a great way to
think about perspective! Think about the social norms that might exist between these
very abstract characters. Allow students to relate their own social norms to the listening
experience in order to imagine new norms.

MY NOT ES
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RELATIONSHIP SKILLS THROUGH ARTS
INTEGRATION
Helping students build relationship skills is becoming more
critical, particularly in terms of conflict resolution, listening to
others and learning to be respectful of others. The arts in and
of themselves offer a direct experience to each of these
components. Think about being in a choir: each person’s vocal
part is part of a cohesive whole. What distinguishes a good
choir from a great one is the ability for each singer to listen to
the other vocal parts and weave their voice into the larger
unit.
That said, arts integration is also a supportive approach for
developing relationship skills. The social and emotional
connections and passions that students have when doing an
arts integration activity in a social setting (group project), will
manifest itself into real life social situations.
When students are working together, there is often a hierarchy
of roles that manifest itself (who is a leader vs. follower). With
arts integration, educators have opportunities to mediate
social and emotional connections and conflicts more often
than while teaching non-arts integrated group work. In arts
integration projects, students sometimes struggle to
relinquish control of parts of the project, get upset if the
product is not what they had anticipated or feel left out of
activity decisions.
This gives teachers the opportunity to talk with them while the
conflicts are happening, thus helping them problem solve at
the moment. More often the outcome is a beautiful synergy of
creating and exploring. Students are able to feel a sense of
accomplishment with what they have created. These positive
social situations create camaraderie and friendship in a
meaningful way for students and teachers alike.
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RESPONSIBLE DECISION-MAKING THROUGH THE ARTS
Naturally, making decisions is a part of any artistic performance or production. Artists
are constantly making choices about the focus of a piece and the components that will
best lead to the outcome they hope the achieve. But responsible decision-making in
the classroom also refers to making ethical choices, awareness of surroundings and
how to be safe within the classroom, as well as understanding the consequences of
various actions. All of these elements are factors in both classroom management and
student success within a specific environment.
All arts areas have connections to responsible decision making. What brush would be
best to create that tree? What movement would best capture the feeling of annoyance
in that scene? But more than that, using the arts to practice responsibility and making
good choices helps this SEL competence really stick for students. Here are a few ways
to build responsibility skills in and through the arts:

Transitions
This is always an area where valuable teaching time can be lost and misbehaviors can
creep in. But this where all teachers can learn a lesson from preschool and
kindergarten. They have a song or a chant for everything! The songs or chants remind
the students of the expected behavior and can also be a natural time setting tool. By
the end of the song, the students know where they need to be and what needs to have
been done. If the students sing through the transition they are telling themselves what
they need to do. This may be harder with older students but not if you enlist their help
in creating the song or chant. Try these tips:
•

Have them brainstorm with you the expectations and then help you write the song
to a familiar tune (or create a chant that doesn’t require a tune, just a steady beat).

•

Use recorded music as a non-verbal cue for students to transition so long as the
expectations are created and understood ahead of time.
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Differentiation
One thing that can cause difficulty with student decision making is that some students
are bored during an activity they find too easy while other students are frustrated with
something that feels too challenging. The beauty of the arts and arts integration is that
they allow for open-ended classroom activities that engage all levels of students.
While the entry point might be the same, students can take it as far as they are capable
of going.

Engagement
Related to differentiation is engagement. Lack of engagement can stem from many
things including boredom or frustration. However, making art requires doing. There is
nothing passive about it. Students almost have no choice but to be engaged. There
will be students who resist making art but if the students are allowed to access the arts
safely, they generally jump in and join with others engaged in the learning activity.
Engagement means less disruptive behavior and more understanding of the kind of
learning environment that is desired.

MY NOT ES
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HOW TO SUPPORT STUDENTS EXPERIENCING TRAUMA
Did you know that between half and two-thirds of the students in your class, regardless
of socioeconomic or cultural background, have experienced trauma? Trauma is defined
as toxic stress in a child’s life that is beyond his or her coping skills. The CDC’s Adverse
Childhood Experiences Study uncovered the link between childhood trauma and the
chronic diseases people develop as adults, as well as social and emotional problems. In
fact, experiencing trauma under the age of eighteen actually changes the way the brain
works. When a child is under constant toxic stress, their cortisol level is always high.
This heightens their “fight or flight” response, and they are unable to regulate it on
their own.
As teachers, we have an important role in helping these students. As we know, some
children are so resilient. They are able to bounce back from these terrible
circumstances and grow to be successful adults. So why is it that some students are
resilient and some aren’t? Research has found that the common thread with those
resilient students was a caring, supportive adult.
We are those adults. Our job is to not give up on children regardless of how
challenging their behavior may seem. Our daily interactions can make or break the day
for a student.

How can you tell if a student is experiencing trauma?
This is a trick question. Students who have undergone trauma may present with
behavioral problems. These are your “shark” students, who lash out at you or others,
who don’t follow directions, who seem oppositional, manipulative, or extra needy. Even
if behaviors present in a shark-like manner, we need to remember that that child is
really a goldfish on the inside, and still needs his or her basic needs to be met.
Other students may completely hide the fact that trauma has occurred. You may never
know that these students have experienced trauma, because they put on the mask of a
goldfish, while really feeling shark-like inside. It is more difficult to directly meet the
needs of these students because you simply don’t know they are struggling.
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What can we do?
Luckily, it doesn’t matter whether we know trauma has occurred or not, the same best
practice responses will work for all students. Here are a few ways that you can make
your classroom a safe environment for students undergoing trauma:
•

Increase predictability with solid classroom routines – the less change, the better.
Many times we change our routines because WE get bored. Doing this can have a
negative effect on a student that is in need of stability.

•

Nurture positive relationships – Reflect on the students who you don’t know as
well. Seek to build relationships with students who are hard to like or who are shy.
Find out their personal interests and work on making a connection.

•

Provide regulating opportunities and teach self-regulation – Incorporate yoga or
mindfulness into your classroom. There are many online resources that can lead
your class through short exercises if you are not comfortable leading them.

•

Use restorative practices (teach behaviors instead of punishing them) – Rather than
assigning a punishment for a student, match the consequence to the behavior and
seek to find the reason the behavior happened. Work with the student to help him
fix the problem that occurred.

•

Teach to Strengths – Instead of finding and trying to “fix” problems with a student,
help that student find his or her inner worth by highlighting and building upon his
or her strengths.

The Arts and Trauma-Informed Instruction
The arts can play a huge part in reaching students who have experienced trauma. If you
combine the research for Arts Integration with the research on Trauma Informed
Practice, it is clear that integrating the arts is best practice for a multitude of reasons. In
the article “How Art Can Help Children Overcome Trauma” from Education Weekly,
“Psychiatrist Bruce D. Perry found that areas of the brain can be reshaped and
reorganized through activities that include touch and movement—the foundation of
creative expression. Just as trauma is experienced—through nonverbal sensation—it
can be released.”
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Creative expression in a safe environment can have
healing effects for all. Creating art can lower the high
cortisol levels. Students can recognize this as a strategy for
self-regulation.
Some students undergoing trauma can have academic
gaps due to missed school or the inability to learn at
potential due to their situation. If academics are a huge
part of their day and they are not feeling successful, this is
a barrier to their resilience. The arts are a place for
students to shine, whether or not they are struggling with
academics, helping students to build self-worth. Arts as a
special are an extra opportunity for students to build a
strong relationship with a caring, supportive adult in
addition to providing that creative outlet.
Arts integration can provide even more opportunities for
students to find their self-worth through success with the
arts AND academics. Integration helps students master
content areas through the arts, which provides a new way
of looking at content that may have been seen as a
challenge on its own. It helps them find connections that
they hadn’t previously noticed. Arts Integration allows
students to express themselves creatively on a daily basis,
rather than just during their weekly art or music class.

Moving Forward
Helping students who have undergone trauma is not a
quick fix. Sometimes, it seems like we’re doing everything
we can and we don’t notice a difference. Even if you’re not
seeing a major change, keep going- remember, it only
takes one caring adult to reverse the effects of trauma –
you can make a lifelong difference in the resilience of your
students!
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SAMPLE IDEAS
for connecting

SEL & THE ARTS
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There are plenty of ways to put SEL through the Arts into action. Here’s a few ideas to
help you get started.

THEATER-FOCUSED IDEAS (ANY LEVEL)
Drama is a great access point for integrating the arts and ELA standards, as well as a
way to tap into character. Through the exploration of characters in a story, we consider
the mood of a character, motivation behind actions, and cause and effect of those
actions. In short, we have a chance to step outside of our own perspectives and view a
situation through another’s eyes.
That kind of understanding is a way we can help our students access connections to
their own thoughts, feelings, and motivations. It can also help develop empathy and
emotional competence to promote a cohesive classroom community and positive
interactions among peers.

Develop a language of social competence
As you begin to access ELA standards this year, reading and writing stories, begin to
draw attention to the Elements of Drama (space, time, imitation, action, language, and
energy). Make sure you are paying particular attention to space, action, language, and
energy. As you explore characters and their motivations, thoughts, and emotions,
conflicts, and the cause and effect of their actions, begin to develop this common
vocabulary between ELA, drama, and social-emotional competence. This will serve as a
cohesive way for your students to discuss motivation, thoughts, emotions, conflicts,
and cause and effect in your classroom community as well as in academic content.

Deconstruct communication.
Take a dive into voice and body language. Have students explore how vocal expression
and inflection might change the intention of a sentence or story. Have students record
their own voices and play back in order to allow students to develop self-awareness of
how the way in which they use their voice might be interpreted by a listener. As with
voice, allow students to explore how body language and facial expressions can impact
how communication is interpreted.
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Tell stories.
Storytelling is a way to build community, increase
knowledge, teach problem solving skills, improve
vocabulary and comprehension, and develop empathy
and character. You might use readers theatre, social
stories, fables, or any other text of your choosing to
access ELA standards, as well as to unpack socialemotional aspects of characters and promote
competence. Students may even write and perform their
own stories to integrate writing standards, as well as to
explore all the elements of drama. As students engage in
performance, reference the language of social-emotional
competence and elements of communication (voice,
body, and space).

VISUAL ART-FOCUSED ACTIVITY
(ELEMENTARY)
Begin by reading My Many Colored Days. After reading,
have students do a think-pair-share about the color they
identify with the most. Ask students if they had trouble
choosing one color, which prompts a discussion about
experiencing a variety of emotions all the time. Also ask if
any students like a particular color but they didn’t identify
with the way it was described in the book. This typically
ignites a conversation of their perspectives of the ways
color make them feel. (More on this topic here, should
you choose to go this direction instead, or as an
extension.)
Define the word emotion, and ask students to explain why
they think it is good to be able to identify their emotion
and the emotions of others (another think-pair-share here
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typically evokes a better discussion).
After reading, zoom in on each color/emotion over the course of a week or so,
repeating a similar procedure for each color. Create a small anchor chart for the first
color: red.
Reread that page, and have students pull out a few words from the page that go with
the color “red”. Try to help students avoid brainstorming “red” items, such as apples
and firetrucks, and instead, use words like “bright”.
Next, explain that you are going to play a piece of music that was selected to match
the emotions of the color red. Have students draw an imaginary box around
themselves for their personal movement space, and as they listen to the music,
encourage them to move in according to the sounds they hear.
If this is your first time using music/dance in the classroom, students may feel
uncomfortable with this form of expression. Make sure not to require movement from
those who are uncomfortable. You could scaffold this, if needed, by providing students
with a small scarf, puppet, or beanie baby. Students could have that object dance
instead of actually using their own body.
After listening and moving, bring students back together to the anchor chart. Have
them brainstorm words that describe the music and their movement. (As students share
movement words, invite the class to show that movement.) Add them to the chart, and
have students add them to their color journal. Through this discussion, purposefully ask
question prompts related to music and movement vocabulary, such as these:

•

Do you think the tempo matched the emotion? How?

•

How did the mood of the music affect your movement?

•

What instruments do you hear?/Why do you think the composer chose the
instruments he/she did?

•

What kind of movement did you do because of the music?

•

How does the movement connect to an emotion? Do you feel like moving in this
way when you feel that emotion? How else does your body convey that emotion?
Can you incorporate that into your movement as you dance with the music?

•

How can you respond when you see a peer’s body language showing that emotion?
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At this point, you could play the music again, allowing students to more purposefully
incorporating a specific emotion with their movement, and add more words (or
eliminate, if the class unanimously decides to do so) to the anchor chart/journal.
You can have students return to this journal of color words when discussing parts of
speech, and they identify the nouns, verbs, and adjectives listed on their page. Since
they have interacted with or moved with all of the words, it makes identification more
accessible.
Extension for RED: Share this video clip on the ballet Rodeo. (See if students point out
that the lighting, backdrop, and costumes happen to be RED and orange…)
Repeat this process for the other colors as well, following this procedure.
Step 1: Reread the page that matches the color you are focusing on.
Step 2: Have students pull words from the text and add their own. Add to the anchor
chart/journal.
Step 3: Play the music and allow students to move.
Step 4: Add more words to the anchor chart/journal.

Extensions
•

Provide the Many Colored Days playlist for students in this Padlet. They will enjoy
revising it and listening to the music as an independent activity. Provide further
independent prompts, such as opinion writing based on the pieces.

•

Explore the pieces of music/composers and any choreography that accompanies
them.

•

Have students point out when they are feeling certain emotions or when they notice
those emotions in others.

•

Have students use their color words journal as a resource when writing color poems.
Find resources for teaching this type of poetry here.

•

Explicitly teaching these emotions allows you to thread them into conversations in
class, and ultimately allows students to become their best self. This will increase
their chance for success, not only in academics but in life!
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Additional ideas to try:
Social and Emotional Connections through Arts Integration
Creative Morning Meeting Routines
How Can Art help with Self-Regulation?

NEXT STEPS
Now that you have a deeper understanding of SEL and the Arts, we’d invite you to
learn more and continue your journey into using these approaches in your own
classroom.

SEAL Course from The Inspired Classroom
If you’re looking to learn more about these concepts, we highly recommend joining the
Social-Emotional Artistic Learning online course taught by Elizabeth Peterson from
the Inspired Classroom. You’ll be able to do everything online and receive graduate
credits for taking the course.

Social Emotional Learning through the Arts Section of ArtsEd Lab
We are continuously providing new ideas, resources and tools for connecting SEL and
the Arts on our free monthly digital magazine, ArtsEd Lab. Check back often for the
latest resources in this topic.
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Resource List
CASEL
The Inspired Classroom
Presentations by Kristy Szobocsan, Doctoral Student & High School Principal, Warwick
School District
Education Week, How Art Can Help Children Overcome Trauma
Adverse Childhood Experiences
Why Arts Integration?
Noncognitive Factors in an Elementary SchoolWise Arts Integrated Model
Teaching to Strengths: Supporting Students Living with Trauma, Violence, and Chronic
Stress by Debbie Zacarian, Lourdes Alvarez-Ortiz, and Judie Haynes
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